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Definitions and Terms
This section contains definitions that are used throughout this report, including
appropriate abbreviations.
Board

LACCD Board of Trustees

BuildLACCD

Current Bond Program Managers (since April 2007) comprised of
URS and other contract professionals, responsible for overseeing
and administering the LACCD bond program.

CEQA

California Environmental Quality Act

CFO

Office of the Chief Financial Officer

Change Orders
(Construction)

Changes in the construction contract amount or time due to
changes in the Work.

Committed (Funds)

Funds obligated by contract that are unspent or unpaid

COPs

Certificates of Participation

CPM

Campus Project Manager

Dashboard Reports

Bond program reports that are directly accessible to the public
from the BuildLACCD website; the reports include information on
project construction budgets for both projects and campuses.

DDA

Disposition and Development Agreement

District

Los Angeles Community College District

DMJM/JGM

Consultant firm providing Bond Program Management services
from 2001-2007.

DSA

Division of the State Architect is the state governing authority
responsible for the review and approval of any facility design and
construction adherence to the Field Act.

Expenditure

Payments made for services or equipment received; or work
completed.

FF&E

Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
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Hard Costs

Hard Costs are mainly labor, materials and equipment costs that are
incurred to put actual construction in place; the direct cost of
construction; additional costs include land, relocation, inspection,
testing, abatement, FF&E, and OCIP.

LACCD Facilities

LACCD Facilities Planning and Development Department

LA City College

Los Angeles City College

LACCD

Los Angeles Community College District

OIG

Office of the Inspector General

Notice to Proceed

A notice issued by the District to the construction contractor
establishing the date of Contract Time commencement, and the date
contractor is authorized to commence performance of construction
and other obligations with the Contract Documents.

OCIP

Owner Controlled Insurance Program

Program Costs

Project Costs

Costs incurred for program management (BuildLACCD) services or
functions such as bond program cost controls, reporting, contract
procurement, and other central services including auditing, legal,
OCIP, move management, etc.
Costs incurred and that directly benefit a project including project
management (CPM) costs, design, land acquisition, construction and
related costs.

Soft Costs

Soft Costs are indirect costs of construction which include design
and engineering, program, and project management, legal, audit,
financing, pre-construction, interest, insurance, etc.

Substantial
Completion

The stage in the progress of the Work when all of the requirements
of the Contract are substantially performed and completed so the
District can have use or occupy beneficial use and occupancy of the
Work as intended under the Contract, subject only to remaining
minor and trivial defective Work, if any.
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1. Executive Summary
The Office of the Inspector General has performed a review of the Van de Kamp Innovation
project in order to identify all fund sources allocated to the project and total expenditures
incurred.
The OIG found the following:
•

The Van de Kamp Project utilizes bond funds from Proposition A, AA, and Measure J,
and “non-bond” funds from the State of California, Federal Economic Development
Administration (EDA), Certificates of Participation (“COPs”) and Los Angeles City
College (“LA City College”) general funds.

•

As of February 2011, the current funds allocated to the Van de Kamp Project from
all fund sources, are approximately $81,547,406.

•

The total documented expenditures, i.e., payments issued, are $86,493,481.

•

Project expenditures exceed the total allocation of project funding by $4,946,075.

•

The project currently has commitments for unbilled or unpaid services, including
furniture and equipment as well as disputed construction change orders for work
completed, of approximately $3,872,211; hence, the District may expend at least
$90,365,692 at the completion of the project.

The OIG has found that the “differences” between the $86,493,481 of total project
expenditures identified in this review and the total amounts being reported for the
project by BuildLACCD are the result of project transactions not being recorded or
reported in a single financial system.
Early project costs and property expenditures were paid and tracked by LA City College
and the Office of the Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”) and a lack of reconciliation or
consolidation of all project costs into the current program management financial
system attributed to project expenditures exceeding allocated project funds.
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2. Background
The Los Angeles Community College District is currently completing its Van de Kamp
Innovation Center Project. Part of this project included the preservation, restoration and
adaptive reuse of the Van de Kamp Holland Dutch Bakery Building, a Los Angeles historicalcultural landmark. The restored facility now accommodates state-of-the-art classrooms
and administrative functions to support various educational courses and worker training
services offered by LACCD and other agencies.
The Bakery Building was originally constructed in 1931 as a headquarters and bakery for
the Van de Kamp chain of bakeries. It was no longer utilized and was vacant by 1990. In
1999, a proposal to rezone the property to allow development of a 131,000 square foot
retail facility for the Homebase warehouse chain and a Burger King restaurant was
initiated. The rezoning process required preparing an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
with a 30-day public review and comment period. Additionally, written comments from
private organizations and individuals overwhelmingly opposed the proposed project. The
proposal was rejected by the City of Los Angeles.
In early 2001, former State Senator Richard Polanco’s support helped the District to obtain
$3 million in state funds as "seed" money for acquiring and developing the site as a
community college satellite campus.
In July of 2002, LACCD retained the firm of Roschen Van Cleve to prepare plans for the
restoration and adaptive reuse of the Bakery Building and two other firms, Stephen Ehrlich
& Associates and ARUP, to design the New Education Building and Central Plant with an
expected occupancy date of 2005.
The subsequent design effort encountered numerous challenges and changes between
2002 and 2007. The planned uses for the site were updated and revised several times to
meet the construction budget. The Bakery Building structural components required
significant and frequent design revisions to comply with Field Act requirements and the
study and incorporation of various energy conservation technologies into the project
impacted both cost and schedule.
In late 2007, the DSA approved plans for all the facilities. Bids were solicited for
construction. USS Cal Builders was selected for the construction and renovation of the
facilities. In December of 2007, the Notice to Proceed was issued with completion of
construction scheduled for May of 2009. Also in December of 2007, the District terminated
(for convenience) the construction administration portion of the three original design
firms’ contracts and retained another design firm, Quattro Design, for the construction
administration phase of the project.
Between 2002 and 2008, LA City College proceeded with development of an educational
curriculum to be offered at the Van de Kamp campus. LA City College conducted various
studies to help identify courses and degrees to be offered; evaluated market demand and
financial feasibility for operating the campus; and identified “contracting” opportunities for
other educational institutions to provide on-site courses. In mid-2008, while budgeting for
the 2008-2009 school year, LA City College’s Administration and Shared Governance
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Committee (Council) determined no funds were available to operate the proposed Van de
Kamp campus or offer the courses proposed. LACCD began seeking alternative ways to
fund campus operations and/or identify other potential uses for the facilities that could
provide educational and training services to the adjacent communities.
In April of 2009, LACCD started presenting to neighborhood organizations potential uses
being considered for the site and facilities. These included leasing the New Education
Building to a private charter school; shared occupancy and use of the Bakery Building with
LA City College, and other LACCD campus programs; and other public agencies providing
job training and placement programs.
In July of 2009, the LACCD Board of Trustees voted to transfer management of the Van de
Kamp site and facilities from LA City College to LACCD. Immediately following this transfer,
a lease was executed with the Alliance for College Ready Public Schools for the newly
constructed New Education Building. In June of 2010, a lease was executed for portions of
the restored Bakery Building with the City of Los Angeles to provide space for various job
training and placement programs sponsored by the City and other public, non-profit
entities.
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3. Objective and Approach
In November of 2010, the Office of the Inspector General began reviewing the expenditure
of bond dollars for the Van de Kamp Innovation Center.
In order to determine the total of bond fund expenditures, the review objectives are
defined specifically as follows:
•

To determine all sources of funding allocated to the project including bond
dollars from Proposition A, AA, and Measure J bonds;

•

To determine the total expenditures incurred by project;

This report offers a comprehensive review that identifies all costs and expenditures that
have been incurred. The recorded transactions were reviewed and categorized in order to
determine and quantify the total amount of bond funds expended.
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4. Project Funding
As part of reviewing expenditures at the Van de Kamp site, all approved sources of funding
and budget were indentified. This task has proven to be a challenge due to the nine-year
span of the project beginning in 2001, as well as several transitions in project management
and oversight. Project Management started with LA City College, Program Manager
(DMJM/JGM) and Campus Project Managers, Tishman, Bovis Lend Lease, and Harris &
Associates. Operations and oversight were turned over in 2009 to LACCD Facilities and
BuildLACCD/URS.
As a result, identification of transactional information regarding project funding and
approvals and expenditures does not reside in one accounting or tracking system. This
review has required an extensive search for documentation from Board reports; archived
project documentation; BuildLACCD financial systems; District accounting records; and
interviews with key stakeholders.
The information presented attempts to recreate a historical accounting of approved
sources of funding for this project.

4.1 Property Purchase
On March 15, 2001, LACCD entered into a lease-purchase agreement with Lucia Properties,
LLC, to purchase the property for $6,250,000.
In July of 2001, the District received a grant of $3,000,000 in state funds for use as “seed
money to acquire and develop the site as a community college satellite campus through the
efforts of former State Senator Richard Polanco.
In August 2001, LACCD closed escrow on the property as stipulated in the Disposition and
Development Agreement (“DDA”) with Lucia Properties executed May 23, 2001. Among
other things, the DDA gave Lucia (i) the right to purchase approximately two acres of the
site from LACCD for a specified price of $1,785,714; (ii) the right and obligation to serve as
Construction Manager for certain satellite campus facilities to be developed by LACCD on
the site; and (iii) the right to specified annual payments as further consideration for having
assigned to LACCD its purchase contract for the site.
LACCD paid a total of $6,267,217 for the property purchase including payment to Lucia
Properties, LLC and miscellaneous related property costs. The property purchase was
funded from the LA City College $800,000 down payment, the $3,000,000 from state funds
and remaining balance of $2,467,217 from Certificates of Participation (“COPs”). Additional
COPs funds expended, included $850,000 paid to Lucia Properties after the close of escrow,
$50,000 for developer costs, and $18,900 for real estate consultants, bringing the total to
$7,196,117.
On May 8, 2002, after concerns were expressed regarding the financial state of Lucia
Properties and the availability of new funds from pending passage of Proposition A, LACCD
executed an amendment to the DDA and purchased the site from Lucia Properties,
including all rights from its previous agreement, for an additional $6.75 million and related
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expenses from Proposition A bond funds, bringing total property costs to $13,900,100 in
2002.
To help fund this transaction, LA City College agreed that 50% of its annual allocation of
Proposition A bond fund interest, estimated annually at approximately $1 million, would be
used to reimburse the Proposition A fund pool until the $6.75 million was repaid in full.
Upon passage of Measure J in November of 2008, the District utilized approximately $5
million of Measure J funds to purchase the remainder of the Van de Kamp Site, the Portola
Property, bringing the total amount of property acquisition costs to date to $19,048,640.
[Table 7, pg 17]

4.2 Project Fund Sources
In order to present a comprehensive accounting of funding for the Van de Kamp Project,
Table 1, reports all sources of funding that have been identified for the Van de Kamp
Project from inception to present.

Van de Kamp Project
Total Funding By Source or Allocation (February 2011)
State of California
$ 3,000,000
Los Angeles City College (Contingency Reserves)
$ 800,000
Prop A
$ 6,750,000
Prop AA / COPs
$ 50,000,000
COPs Interest
$ 1,710,000
Prop AA Interest
$ 1,920,149
Prop AA Transfer from LA City College
$ 5,995,455
Measure J
$ 10,000,000
Federal EDA
$ 1,371,802
Total Funding Allocation
$81,547,406
Table 1

The earliest information identifying the project funding is listed in the LA City College Van
de Kamp Project Satellite Campus ledger and other documentation submitted by the CFO.
Prior to the bond program, the project was funded from various sources, including
$24,235,300 from COPs, the original $3,000,000 of state funds and the $800,000 transfer
from LA City College. According to the CFO, the $800,000 is a loan to the project from the
LA City College contingency reserve and must be paid back by bond funds, which would
increase the total project expenditures.
With passage of Proposition AA on May 20, 2003, bond funds were allocated to the nine
colleges, to satellite campuses, to the District Office purchase and Debt Restructuring.
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According to the CFO, a total of $50 million of funding was allocated for the Van de Kamp
Project, $22.7 million from Proposition AA bond funds and approximately $27.3 million
from COPs.
In November 2008, the project was allocated $10 million1 from Measure J for additional
property purchases at the site.
When the District took control of the project and site in July 2009, LA City College
transferred control and responsibility for the $50 million of funds, along with $1,920,149 in
Proposition AA interest and $5,995,455 from its LA City College Proposition AA allocation
for a total of $57.9 million.
A $1.25 million in Federal Economic Development Administration funds was obtained from
the City of Los Angeles for the project in December of 2002. $1,371,801 of that funding was
received by LACCD between 2004 and 2007 and used toward reimbursements for site
development expenses such as abatement, demolition or grading.
In February 2003, the Los Angeles City College Foundation obtained a $240,000 grant for
an onsite Wellness Center for the project through the support of Congressman Xavier
Becerra. The gym equipment was recently purchased directly by the Los Angeles City
College Foundation with the grant money and placed at the site for use by LA City College
and the community. This was not part of the District controlled project funding.

4.3 Project Scope and Budget
The early project records indicate that a total of $29,223,903 was budgeted for the project
from 2001 to 2003, and that the project scope of work included the initial property
purchase and development agreement for site work as well as construction of a 90,000
square feet facility with on-site parking for 400 vehicles.
On May 12, 2004, the Board of Trustees approved a revised Campus Master Plan that
included the renovation of the historic Bakery Building and construction of a new
classroom building to provide a total of 36 of classrooms (totaling of 70,000 square feet);
244 parking spaces; and a central plant facility; and the inclusion of a third building to the
limits funding would allow. The project budget was $62,030,000 and included redesign
costs and a line item for $13 million for land costs (although actual property expenditures
already totaled $13,941,654 by 2002).
By November of 2004, DMJM/JGM reported that the project estimate at completion (EAC)
costs had increased to $70.9 million; the increase was due primarily to program changes
and the re-design required for the renovation of the Bakery Building.
By April of 2007, the report by the Program Manager (DMJM/JGM) estimated that the
project costs at completion would total to $73.7 million. The report also indicated that
some site improvements and facilities, initially funded and included in the project plans,
had been deleted to reduce project costs.
In addition to the allocated $10 million from Measure J, the project has expended approximately $1,021,692 from the
Measure J, District –wide and Northeast College 40J accounts.
1
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As of October 2010, BuildLACCD’s Financial System listed $67.92 million as the budgeted
project cost with funding sources and budgeted amounts for the Northeast/Van de Kamp
Innovation Campus identified as:
•

Prop AA

$57.92 million2

•

Measure J

$10.00 million

However, not included or reported by BuildLACCD, were funds used for the initial property
purchases and the early project expenditures (such as funding of the initial Architectural
Design services contracts); or the Federal EDA funds received for the abatement and
demolition in the Bakery Building and site grading.
As demonstrated above, the cost of the Van de Kamp project has escalated significantly
since the original $29.2 million project estimate, in part due to scope changes, redesign
costs, and construction cost escalation between 2001 and 2007, the start of construction.
The current budget reports from BuildLACCD reflect the budget as $67.9 million for the
current project providing 69,000 square feet of space in two buildings, including related
site support improvements.

$5,995,455 of this amount was a transfer from the LACC Allocation of Proposition AA funds—generally from projects or activities
that had been cancelled or funds that had already been “ear marked” by LACC for development of the Van de Kamp campus

2
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5. Review of Expenditures
The OIG review requirements include the identification of all costs and expenditures that
have been incurred for the Van de Kamp Project.. This basic prerequisite has presented a
significant challenge since:
•

Program and project documentation prior to April, 2007--the date of the change
in Program Management from the DMJM/JGM-led team to the URS led team--has
not been completely reviewed, catalogued and scanned and/or otherwise made
to be readily accessible.

•

Some Van de Kamp project-related costs incurred prior to transfer of control of
the site from LA City College to LACCD have not been categorized, entered into
BuildLACCD’s financial systems and allocated or reallocated to the project.

•

Construction at the site is still not complete; Notice of Completion has not been
filed.

•

A significant backlog of change orders submitted last July 2009, remain in
dispute and have not been paid.

•

Documentation of original and/or revised detailed budgets (i.e., breakdown of
design, construction, FF&E, project management costs, etc.) for development of
the Van de Kamp campus has not been located.

•

Different financial reports of expenditures for the same period present different
total amounts.

The following are examples of the various reports of expenditures found for the Van de
Kamp project. The reports illustrate the difficulty District management and the public has
in determining actual costs of, and information associated with, the project—information
essential for District Management to make informed business decisions.

5.1 Project Management Expenditure Reporting
Three of the “official” sources for costs reports for the Van de Kamp Campus Project
(Northeast) which have been referenced in preparing this review are the:
•

BuildLACCD website Dashboard Reports

•

Campus Project Management (CPM) Monthly Progress Report

•

BuildLACCD Van de Kamp Innovation Campus Reports (College Summary)
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5.1.1 Dashboard Report
For the Van de Kamp campus, the Dashboard reports are directly accessible to the public
from the BuildLACCD website3. The reports list different expenditure totals on each of the
October 2010 reports varying from “Projects Report” costs of $58,504,489 to the “College
Report” actual project costs of $68,088,631 with no clear explanation of the differences.
BuildLACCD generates the dashboard reports based on information entered by the CPM
and by BuildLACCD. The CPM is responsible for electing which projects are to be included
in the project reports. The dashboard project reports are based on construction budgets
and do not include district-wide expenditures; the college reports include all costs. The OIG
recommends that the District review and modify the dashboard report system to allow for
better public and staff understanding of the total project costs.
5.1.2 CPM Van de Kamp Innovation Center Monthly Progress Report
The LACCD Facilities receives a monthly progress report from the Campus Project Manager
(CPM) for the Van de Kamp Project. This report documents the “status” of all active
projects on the site, schedule(s), and financial information comparing total budget to actual
costs.
In the CPM Monthly Progress Report issued on December 14, 2010 for the Van de Kamp
project as of November 30, 2010, the following information was presented:
•

Project Budget

$67,915,604

•

Total Expenditures

$61,729,341

•

Remaining Encumbrances

$3,953,902

•

Available Budget

$2,232,360

Although the project budget information is consistent with the BuildLACCD reported
budget, the CPM report indicates that $2,232,360 is currently available for the project
which does not include all expenditures, and could likely lead LACCD Management to
approve further contract commitments; resulting in project expenditures exceeding the
available funds.
5.1.3 Van de Kamp Innovation Campus Report (College Summary)
BuildLACCD provided the OIG with a 46-page report that lists revenues budgeted for Van
de Kamp project and expenditures that have been entered into its Financial System (UII).
The report also identifies the contract against which the expenditures were charged, and an
estimate of outstanding or pending costs.

3

Dashboard reports can be accessed from www.laccdbuildsgreen.org/sustainable-dashBoardReports.php
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The (General Category) report summarized project expenditures of $67,474,350 through
October 29, 2010 [Table 2] as follows:

BuildLACCD College Summary
(October 2010)
Construction
Land Acquisitions
Master Planning/EIR
Move Managers
OCIP
Program Management
Legal/Audit Consulting Fees
Design
Asset Management
Specialty Consulting
Project Management
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment
Inspection and Testing
Total

Amount
$49,314,592
$10,500
$235,009
$31,433
$19,254
$2,047,987
$260,126
$6,049,701
$82,839
$1,232,412
$4,888,213
$1,487,859
$1,814,425
$67,474,350

Table 2
Based on the October 2010 “projects” summary report, presented on the following page
(Table 3), the project would appear to have essentially expended the amount budgeted, and
have nearly $4 million of additional costs (Estimate at Completion) still outstanding. This
does not include the $5,008,700 million recently expended acquiring the Portola property.
According to BuildLACCD, expenditures for property transactions are managed directly by
the District and are not reconciled or expensed in the BuildLACCD system until specific
transaction information is sent by the CFO. The CPM and the Van de Kamp project manager
are responsible for inputting estimates of all costs for project completion. The exclusion of
the estimate for the $5 million property purchase was incorrectly reported, which may
have contributed to project cost overruns.
The cumulative expenditure of bond funds identified in the various BuildLACCD October
2010 “projects” summary reports4 is approximately $68,496,032. In addition, these reports
indicate the project still has outstanding commitments of $1,154,270 essentially remaining,
unexpended funds on contracts for the project; and an estimated $3,069,997 of estimated
costs to complete the project. Based on the BuildLACCD Financial System reports, the total
project expenditures at completion of the project will be at least $77.8 million (including
the unrecorded costs of the Portola Property for $5,008,700).

4

Amounts include the District-wide “40J “and “40JN” reports
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(Table 3)
During the preliminary review of the OIG’s findings with BuildLACCD’s management, the
OIG discussed its observation that the project funds were essentially depleted and that
some significant expenditures were outstanding and unreported. On February 15, 2011,
BuildLACCD provided the OIG with updated reports of project expend
expenditures.
itures. In the updated
“projects” report, the “Expended”
Expended” amount was reduced from $67,474,350 to $62,251,781
and the reported “Estimate at Completion (EAC)” has been reduced from $71,457,429 to
$63,023,105, primarily due to accrual adjustments.

5.2 OIG’s Determination
mination of Total Project Expenditures
The OIG has assembled, reviewed and evaluated the information in the BuildLACCD
Financial System reports provided on October 29, 2010, updated February 15, 2011 report,
and additional related documentation in the Buil
BuildLACCD
dLACCD DocView system, various
documents from District Headquarters files, Board Meeting Minutes and active project files.
The total, documented expenditures that have been found for this project,
project i.e., payments
issued, are summarized as follows [Table 4
4].
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Van De Kamp/Northeast Campus
Project Expenditures (February 2010)
Cost Group

Amount Expended

Real Estate Costs

$19,048,640

Early Project Costs

$2,592,391

Construction Hard Costs

$43,469,143

Design Costs

$7,239,170

Admin-Management Costs

$10,164,074

FF&E Costs

$2,122,024

Other Costs5

$1,858,039
TOTAL

$86,493,481

Table 4
The OIG has found that the “differences” of Total Project Expenditures identified in this
review (Table 4) and the total amounts from the BuildLACCD project reports, are the result
of project transactions not being recorded and/or reported in a single system i.e., early
project costs paid and tracked by LA City College and the CFO; and a lack of reconciliation
or consolidation into the BuildLACCD system.
As a result, current project expenditures totaling $86,493,481 exceeds the total allocated
project funding of $81,547,406 (Table 1) by $4,946,075.
The following outstanding costs [Table 5] have also been identified for unbilled or unpaid
services, materials or work that have been ordered or received; or disputed change orders.

Van De Kamp/Northeast Campus
Outstanding Costs
Cost Group

Amount

Committed Balance (Contract Balances)

$891,487

FF&E Order (Pending Orders)
Construction Change Order Requests6

$194,657

(Potential)

TOTAL

$

$2,786,067
3,872,211

Table 5
It should be noted that not all of the listed amounts of Outstanding Costs may be incurred,
i.e., not all the Campus Program Management – Other Consulting Services, or the Campus
Program Management – Contingency may be spent.

5
6

Other Costs include OCIP costs, energy studies, utility bills, bid advertising, printing, legal fees, specialty consultants, outreach.
The construction contractor submitted demand for payment for change work; change orders are in dispute and being negotiated.
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Therefore, at the completion of the Van de Kamp Project, based upon documented and
anticipated project expenditures identified by the OIG, the District will have expended at
least $90,365,692 on the Van de Kamp Project.
In addition, several “Potential Liabilities”, which may or may not occur or be required, have
been identified [Table 6] and total $1,576,098.

Van De Kamp/Northeast Campus
Potential Liabilities
Cost Group

Amount

21 Worker’s Compensation Claims

$750,000

Portola Ventures Indemnification
TOTAL

$500,000
$1,250,000

Table 6
The following section discusses some of the specific findings and stated reasons of
unrecorded and/or unreported expenditures.
5.2.1 Property Purchase
The OIG has identified approximately $19,048,640 million [Table 7] that has been
expended acquiring the Van de Kamp site.

Van De Kamp/Northeast Campus
Real Estate Costs Breakdown
Cost Group

Amount

Property Lease-Purchase (DDA)
Property Developer Payments

$6,250,000
$900,000

Property Purchase (Amended DDA)

$6,750,000

(Measure J) Portola Property

$5,008,700

Related Closing Costs

$17,217

Related Consultant Costs

$112,723
TOTAL

$19,048,640

Table 7
The original lease-purchase, May 2010, included a property purchase of $6,250,000, closing
costs, and an agreement to pay Lucia Properties to develop the satellite campus (payments
of $454,167 for twelve years approximately $5.5 million); and the right to purchase
approximately two acres of the site from LACCD for a specified price of $1,785,714.
The early property expenditures do not show up as costs to the Van de Kamp Project in the
BuildLACCD Financial System as BuildLACCD’s system does not include “non-bond” paid
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expenditures or property costs paid directly by the CFO; however, it has been included in
the OIG’s report as part of the total Van de Kamp project acquisition costs.
In May 2002, the District amended the previous agreement and paid $6.75 million to Lucia
Properties and obtained all rights to the property. This transaction was funded with LA City
College Proposition A Funds and continues to be listed as an LA City College Project (01C178). As such, it is not recorded as a cost to the Van de Kamp project in the BuildLACCD
Financial System. This $6.75 million expenditure has also been included in the OIG’s report
of Van de Kamp expended project costs.
As previously discussed, the District purchase of the Portola property for $5,008,700 has
been budgeted, as indicated in the “Project” summary report for this purchase, but not
been recorded in the BuildLACCD Financial System as an expenditure; however, this
expenditure has been included in the OIG’s report of Van de Kamp expended project costs.
The total expenditure attributed by the OIG to acquisition of the Van de Kamp site includes
approximately $93,087 of associated consultant fees, title company fees and other
miscellaneous costs and are included in the OIG’s report of Van de Kamp expended project
costs. Additional costs have yet to be identified and recorded for the real estate fees
associated with the purchase of the Portola property.
5.2.2 Design Fees
When initially reviewing the $1,000,000 in fees reported by the BuildLACCD Financial
System as having been paid to Steven Erlich Architects (SEA) for design of the $22 million
New Education Building, the 5% fee appeared inadequate. Through a review of District
contracts with SEA, it was found that over $2 million in initial contracts and extra-services
amendments had been issued for the design services. SEA was requested to provide a
listing of all invoices submitted and amounts received for the project. The listing provided
identified invoices and payments received in excess of $2.2 million. The OIG verified that
$1.2 million was unreported in the BuildLACCD system.
In this instance, the SEA spanned several years of the project and was both BuildLACCD and
the CFO paid invoices. Identifying and reconciling expenditures against contract and
contract commitments is a fundamental project and program management control
requirement; the OIG is unclear how BuildLACCD, without reconciling the approved
contract amounts against payments made, could ensure that payments made on behalf of
the District were not exceeding the approved contract amounts.
Concurrent with the request to SEA, the architect for the Bakery Building, Roschen Van
Cleve (RVC), was contacted and similar information requested since the 7% fee of $1.3
million reported as having been paid for design services also appeared inadequate (for an
$18 million renovation of a historic structure) and the contracted amounts exceeded the
amounts reported as having been paid. RVC provided a listing of all invoices it submitted
and amounts received for the project as requested. The listing provided identified invoices
with payments received in excess of $1.5 million.
These additional $1.4 million of design fees have been included in the OIG’s report of Van
de Kamp expended project costs.
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5.2.3 OCIP (Owner Controlled Insurance Program)
The District utilizes an Owner Controlled Insurance Program (OCIP) to help control the
cost of various types of insurance and ensure adequate coverage on its projects; including
Worker’s Compensation, Builder’s Risk, Excess Liability, Pollution Liability, and
Professional Liability. Because of the volume of the coverage, the District is able to obtain
favorable insurance rates—significantly lower than those available to individual
contractors. This coverage is provided for all contractors at all levels/tiers working on the
project site and allows contractors to deduct the cost of the insurance coverage from their
bids.
The BuildLACCD Financial Systems reports provided the OIG in October 2010 and a
subsequent report of payments made to Aon for insurance coverage in January 2011,
indicates that approximately $429,000 of insurance premiums have been paid on the Van
de Kamp project. However, only $17,500 was identified as Worker’s Compensation
insurance payments (or an allocation of payments) made to the carrier for the Van de
Kamp project.
The administrator for the District’s insurance program, AON, was requested to identify the
Worker’s Compensation coverage that had been provided for the project (either in terms of
reported man-hours or reported payroll) since Worker’s Coverage premiums are based on
the District rate per $100 of payroll. The payroll amounts reported for Worker’s Coverage
are those in the certified payroll reports submitted for verifying compliance with the
various labor compliance laws.
AON’s records indicate:
•

OCIP 1 – $9,332,135 of payroll reported at $3.63 per $100 of payroll reported

•

OCIP 2 – $1,489,540 of payroll reported at $1.52 per $100 of payroll reported

Based on these rates, the Worker’s Compensation premiums allocated to this project
should be approximately $361,000 – not $17,500. Because of the District’s contract with
the insurance carrier, it may be presumed the full $361,000 has been paid – but not
allocated to the Van de Kamp project. The differential of $344,000 should be added to the
Van de Kamp project costs.
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6. Exhibits
Exhibit A – List of Persons Interviewed
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Exhibit A – List of Persons Interviewed by the OIG
•

Dr. Adriana Barrera, LACCD Deputy Chancellor

•

Larry Eisenberg, LACCD Facilities Executive

•

Tom Hall, LACCD Facilities Planning & Development

•

Jeanette Gordon, LACCD Chief Financial Officer

•

Hubert Lee, Office of the CFO

•

Camille Goulet, LACCD General Counsel

•

Richard Brand, VDK Project Manager

•

Jorge Mata, LACCD IT Director

•

Ed Molina, LACCD IT

•

Sam Nainoa, LACCD IT

•

Richard Brand, BuildLACCD – (VDK) Project Manager

•

Mona Garber, BuildLACCD -Compliance Manager

•

Kerin Funk, BuildLACCD – FF&E Procurement

•

Yahya Siddiqui, BuildLACCD – Controls and Finance Group

•

Lissa Metoyer, BuildLACCD

•

Dave Barilotti, BuildLACCD

•

Dr. Jamillah Moore, President, LA City College

•

Alex Davis, LA City College

•

Ken Sherwood, LA City College

•

Lisalee Wells, Bond Counsel

•

Howard Lappin, Alliance Charter High School

•

Chris Dunne, Harris (CPM)

•

Serafin Fernandez, Harris (Project Manager)

•

Ron Rakich, Risk Manager

•

George Kingston, Risk Management
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